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The Aztecs left to us the prophecy of 13 heavens and 9 hells. Not 
a lot of people know what this prophecy is all about. It is important 
before we go further in the explanation of this ancient prophecy of 
divine time, so we need to go back to the past and understand 
where this future telling was coming from. Why do we think it was 
left to us exactly for this time at the end of the cycle? 
 
This prophecy it will last only 1144 years from 843 AD to the 
exact moment in time of August 16, 1987 then a new cycle of 
divine time will be open, another prophetic round will begin, 
another prophetic round of 13 Heavens and 9 Hells will be open 
for all of us to redeem ourselves from the old time but this time 
each cycle of heaven and hell will last only 360 days. Be ready and 
learn from the cycles of time because everyone will be tested only 
if you know about the cycles of divine time you will be saved. 
 
In order for us to understand this Mayan-Aztec Prophecy of the 13 
heavens and 9 hells we need to go back to the time of the Classical 
Maya. We need to especially study the ancient site of Palenque in a 
place that at one time was called Naah Chan “The House of the 
Serpent”. Some others called this house ‘Xbalanque’. This 
mystical place was the home of one of the greatest Mayan Kings 
ever in the history of the Mayan civilization. His name was Lord 
Kinich Janaab Pakal II, everybody referred to him as Lord 
PAKAL. 
 
Whether mythological or historical, Lord PAKAL was born on 
March 23rd, of the year 603 AD and he was the son of Kan 
Bahlum Mo and Queen Sak Kuk. He was ceremonially 
proclaimed King of PALENQUE on the exact day of July 29 of 
the year 615 AD at the age of 12. He received his crown as the 
eleventh King of PALENQUE by his mother the Queen Sak Kuk.  
 
We interject here, because one needs to know that the year 1987 
was the year of the Harmonic Convergence Prophecy. It was a year 
in the Mayan counting of 52 years cycles of the Sun and the Moon 
cycles. 
   
 



 
Figure: From the Book ‘The World Tree.’ We can see here the 13 
cycles of heavens each 52 years, also the 9 cycles of hells each 52 
years, this prophetic round ended on August 16, 1987 with the 
Harmonic Convergence Prophecy. 
 
Counting in the Gregorian calendar 13 years would take us to the 
year 2000 and 9 more years would lead us to 2009. Will anything 
happen in 2009? Did the Ancient astronomers count by an exact 
solar year of 365 years or just 360 years or they plainly count by a 
different measure of the Venus or the Moon Calendar? It is 
difficult to ascertain it with accuracy. Let us continue with the 
story: 
 
“After these 22 cycles each of 52 years, then another prophetic 
round of 13 Heavens and 9 Hells will be open, but this time each 
cycle will last only 360 days for the total of 7,920 days, then it will 
come the time of 40 days and 40 nights for the time of redemption, 
you will be tested, and then after all of this again for another 1,320 
days, if we keep ourself faithful to the divine time, then we will 



have the opportunity to see the end of the cycle. We need to learn 
from the knowledge of Lord PAKAL, we need to find the truth 
behind the voice of PAKAL’S spirit, because PAKAL son of KAN 
BAHLUM MO and Queen SAK KUK, was the messenger of the 
time cycles, and remember that all his numbers are secret for those 
who can understand it. Once that he had gone we will see clear 
signs and we will be tested, so we need to learn from his 
knowledge and be one with the eternal light that lies within us.” 
 
Explanation of the 13 Heavens and 9 Hells Prophecies: 
 
We need to put attention into the dates in the sacred count of days 
of the Mayans so we can see the interconnection between different 
events into the future, so we can understand better this ancient 
prophecy of divine time. First we want to point it out that Lord 
PAKAL was born on March 23rd of the Year 603 AD which in the 
sacred count of days of the Mayans was the day “8 AJAW” which 
means “8 Sun kin 60.”  
 
When he was proclaimed King of PALENQUE was July 29th of 
the year 615 AD, which in the sacred count of days of the Mayans 
was the day “7 OC” which means “7 DOG Kin 150.” When he was 
29 years old he become more spiritual being in the exact moment 
in time was recorded that on June 8 of the year 632 AD, which in 
the sacred count of days was the day “4 MULUC” which means “4 
Moon kin 69.”  
 
We want to point it out that another interesting event was 
occurring in the other side of the World because this day was the 
day when the Prophet Mohammed was ascendant into the Heavens. 
This might be a very interesting fact in the religious history of 
humanity, but certainly could be an important day marker in the 
cycles of cosmology. 
 
When he built his first temple was the day January 7th of the year 
646 AD, which in the sacred count of days was “12 OC” which 
means “12 Dog kin 90.”  His first building was the forgiven temple 
he built it honoring the memory of his mother Queen SAK KUK 
and his father KAN BAHLUM MO. This temple became a sacred 
place for PAKAL because it was the place where he honored the 
living memory of his ancestors.  
 
 On the exact day of August 10th of the year 663 AD, a great Lord 
came to PALENQUE his name was AJAWMUNI, this day was “1 
IX” which means “1 Jaguar kin 14.” And on August 31st of the 
year 683 AD, Lord PAKAL ascendant in the Heavens and in the 



sacred count of days was “6 ETZNAB” which means “6 Flint or 
Mirror kin 58.” He gives to his son KAN BAHLUM II and his 
loyal friend Lord AJAWMUNI the task of saving the cosmic 
knowledge for the future generations to come. For twenty years 
KAN BAHLUM II followed his father’s orders and he became a 
very important king of PALENQUE. He constructed several 
structures during those years, such as the Temple of the cross, the 
Temple of Sun and Moon and also the Foliated Cross Temple. He 
dedicated 9 years of his life sealing completely the tomb of his 
father and he was responsible for putting the 620 inscriptions in the 
central panel of the Temple of the Inscriptions.  This was erected 
to honor the two great cycles of the Mayans, which are the 360 
days and the 260 days cycles.  
 
The dedication of the tomb was the year 692 AD and by that time 
when KAN BAHLUM II ascendant into the heavens was the year 
703 AD, Lord PAKAL told his son that after the 20 years of the 
recollection of the sacred cosmic knowledge, it will be the time 
that was known as the “Lost 7 Generation” each of these 
generation will last 20 years for 140 years. So this prophecy was 
from the year 703 AD to the exact day on the year 843 AD when 
the prophecy of the 13 Heavens and 9 Hells started in that precise 
moment in time on September 2nd of the year 843 AD which in the 
sacred count of days was the day “1 IMIX” which means “1 
Crocodile kin 1.”  This day sign is the beginning of the sacred 
count of the Mayans. 
 
After 13 Heavens each of 52 years was the end of the 13 cycles of 
heavens that ended in the precise moment in time on the day April 
21st of the year 1519 AD, when the conquistador HERNAN 
CORTEZ landed in VERACRUZ and that was the beginning of the 
9 Hells. That day in the sacred count of days was “4 OC” which 
means “4 Dog kin 30” this sacred sign is one of the 16 sacred sign 
around the lid of Lord PAKAL. And is part of the Mayan 
prophecies. PAKAL knew the exact moment when the 
conquistadors will be landed into their land. 
  
That day was the beginning of the 9 Hells each hell lasting 52 
years until the exact moment in time of August 16, 1987 that day 
was the end of these 9 hells, that day in the sacred count of days 
was the day “1 IMIX” which means “1 Crocodile kin 1.” A new 
prophetic round started in the sacred calendar. That day was the 
beginning of a new cycle of hope for the people of the Earth the 
prophecy of the 13 Heavens and 9 Hells was fulfilled in the precise 
moment in time.  
 



The Prophecy of the 10 Kings of Mexico: 
 
The book of prophecy of Lord PAKAL says: “The Earth is a place 
where we are going to be tested on our free will, and the free will 
can only be concluded positively if humanity used their free will 
collectively speaking on behalf of a positive point unifying 
ourselves in the new time. The final test is to understand the sacred 
cosmic knowledge in how the universe, our galaxy and our solar 
system function through the World Tree and how life re-created 
itself at the end of each cycle.” 
 
I think this part of the prophecy incorporates other sacred books, 
such as the Koran that explains about the Day of Judgment in 
SURA 54:  
 
“When the Moon is parted in two, then the hour approaches.” The 
Moon that was parted in two was that by the time of the discovery 
of the tomb of Lord PAKAL the President of Modern Mexico was 
MIGUEL ALEMAN VALDES which his date of birth was 
September 29th of the year 1900 AD so he was in the sacred count 
of days of the Mayans “2 MULUC” which means “2 Moon kin 
249.” In the Mayan count of days “2 Moon” is the moon that 
polarizes, it polarizes between the believers and the unbelievers, 
between those who can hear the prophecy and those who cannot 
hear the prophecy, between those who can understand the cycle of 
divine time and those who cannot understand these cycles of divine 
time that repeat itself to re-created life on Earth. 
 
That is exactly what this prophecy was talking about, because 
that’s the message of the Moon been parted in two, meaning that 
when the Mexican President will be in his period as a new 
president of Mexico, the recovering of the sacred teaching of Lord 
PAKAL will be happening. And actually when this Mexican 
President left office was December 1st, 1952 in the sacred count of 
days was the day “13 CHICCHAN” which means “13 Serpent kin 
65” and this day sign is one of the 16 day signs around the lid of 
Lord PAKAL.  
 
The prophecy of the 10 Kings of Mexico are the ten presidents of 
modern Mexico who each held a six years term of office beginning 
in the year 1934 on the exact moment of time on December 1st of 
the year 1934 which in the sacred count of days was “3 OC” which 
means “3 Dog kin 230”.  
 
We can see that this ancient Prophecy of the ten kings of Mexico, 
which started in 1934 and was completed in 1994. The ninth and 



the tenth presidents were set up by the CIA and the money 
oligarchy –DE LA MADRID and SALINAS DE GORTARI- these 
two presidents of Mexico had terms running 12 years. MIGUEL 
DE LA MADRID from 1982 to 1988 and CARLOS SALINAS DE 
GORTARI from 1988 to 1994. They are Harvard/ MIT business-
trained, CIA-groomed presidents who were to put Mexico on a 
course of pure monetary politics. 
 
The terms of the ten kings of modern Mexico was 60 years; the 
term of the two presidents who were tapped by the CIA were 12 
years. That’s the 12:60, which was the time that the tomb of Lord 
PAKAL was closed from 692 AD to 1952 when Mexican 
archeologist ALBERTO RUZ discovered the tomb, which was 
exactly 1,260 years apart. The prophecy was received in Mexico 
and was sent to all principal authorities. 
 
It was also clear that the prophecy speaks about the 11 Serpent, 
and this sacred sign refers to one of the 16 signs around the edge of 
the lid of Lord PAKAL. And the prophecy says:  
 
“The false king will return to be embraced by the 11 Serpent, do 
not doubt any of this. When the moment comes for him who is to be 
the eleventh in succession he will be the 11 Serpent, then join the 
believers and will begin the prophecy that liberates from all kings 
and successors.” “Ten witnesses I place around my tomb, Ten 
Kings were in my time before I was proclaimed King of NAA 
CHAN, Ten emissaries of these I am the eleventh, who will be the 
eleventh in the final succession of the Kings of Mexico must own 
me as the eleventh, then will all go well.” 
 
It is very interesting to find out that the eleventh of the modern 
Kings of Mexico was ERNESTO ZEDILLO that his date of birth 
was December 27th of the year 1951 which in the sacred count of 
days was “11 CHICCHAN” which means “11 Serpent kin 245.” 
So he was the eleventh in succession of the ten kings of modern 
Mexico, he was the one that the prophecy was talking about.  
 
And we all know that he was the one that after 60 years of power 
of the primary party in modern Mexico PRI, he was the one in 
charge of giving the power away to the next president of Mexico 
that was having foreigner blood which was VICENTE FOX, which 
his father was born in Cincinnati and his mother was born in Spain. 
So the Prophecy was very clear about the cycles of divine time of 
13 Heavens and 9 Hells. 
 



When the first prophetic round ended on August 16, 1987 was just 
the end of that prophetic round of 52 years each cycle of heaven 
and hell but another prophetic round was open once again, but this 
time each cycle of the 13 Heavens and the 9 Hells will last only 
360 days instead of 52 years. So, on the precise moment of time on 
August 16, 1987 the new cycles of 13 Heavens was open with the 
HARMONIC CONVERGENCE Prophecy so the first heaven 
begins in the exact day on ‘1 Crocodile kin 1’ in the sacred count 
of days. 
 
By the time of the Ancient Mexico in TENOCHTITLAN when the 
conquistadors landed in Mexico MOCTEZUMA was the King of 
TENOCHTITLAN and he was the ninth king in succession, then 
the story says that he was killed and then CUITLAHUAC took the 
power of TENOCHTITLAN as the tenth King, then he died after 
88 days he was the brother of MOCTEZUMA, then the Eleventh 
King of TENOCHTITLAN was CUAUHTEMOC of ANAHUAC 
he was the one holding up the invasion of the conquistadors but 
now we all know what happened. He was the last King of the 
Ancient Mexico he was the Eleventh in succession.  
 
Here is a list of the eleven King’s of TENOCHTITLAN:  
 

1. ACAMAPICHTLI from 1375 to 1396 AD 
2. HUITZILCHUITLI son of ACAMAPICHTLI from 1396 to 

1417 AD. 
3. CHIMALPOPOCA son of HUITZILCHUITLI from 1417 

to 1426 AD. 
4. ITZCOATL son of ACAMAPICHTLI from 1427 to 1440 

AD. 
5. MOCTEZUMA I ILHUICAMINA from 1440 to 1468 AD. 
6. AXAYACATL from 1468 to 1480 AD. 
7. TIZOC from 1480 to 1486 AD. 
8. AHUITZOTL brother of TIZOC from 1486 to 1502 AD. 
9. MOCTEZUMA XOCOYOTZIN son of AXAYACATL 

from 1502 to 1519 AD. 
10. CUITLAHUAC brother of MOCTEZUMA last only 88 

days in 1519 AD. 
11. CUAUHTEMOC of ANAHUAC son of AHUITZOTL 

from 1519 to 1520 AD. 
 
It is very interesting to find out that by the time of the conquest the 
last Aztec King was CUAUHTEMOC of ANAHUAC in the year 
1519-1520, also the King during that period of time of Spain was 
CARLOS V. What it is interesting about this prophecy is that by 
the time when this prophetic round ended on the precise moment in 



time on August 16, 1987 the two candidates for the presidency of 
modern Mexico were CARLOS SALINAS and CUAUHTEMOC 
CARDENAS, again the two names by the time of the conquest 
were repeating again at the end of this ancient prophecy CARLOS 
the V and CUAUHTEMOC in 1519-20 and CARLOS SALINAS 
and CUAUHTEMOC CARDENAS1987-88. 
 
By the time when NAA CHAN now known as PALENQUE were 
flourishing the Ten Kings of PALENQUE before the Eleventh in 
succession that was Lord PAKAL, again we find similarities 
between the kings of TENOCHTITLAN and the kings of NAA 
CHAN and here is the list of the 11 Kings of PALENQUE: 
 

1. KUK BALAM from 431 to 435 AD. 
2. CH’AWAY from 435 to 487 AD. 
3. BUT’Z AJ SAKCHIC from 487 to 501 AD. 
4. AHKAL MO-NAHB I from 501 to 524 AD. 
5. KAN JOY CHITAM I from 524 to 565 AD. 
6. AHKAL MO-NAHB II from 565 to 572 AD. 
7. KAN BAHLUM MO I from 572 to 583 AD. 
8. NAA KANAL IKAL from 583 to 604 AD. 
9. AAK KAN from 605 to 612 AD. 
10. SAK KUK mother of PAKAL from 612 to 615 AD. 
11. PAKAL II from 615 to 683 AD. 

 
Around the Lid of PAKAL we can found the ten emissaries, which 
are the Ten Kings in succession into the throne of PALENQUE 
before the Eleventh that was PAKAL, so the prophecy is clear 
when it speak about the eleventh in succession of modern Mexico 
and we all know now that the Eleventh was ERNESTO ZEDILLO 
who make the transition at the end of the 13 Heavens and that was 
from June 14, 1999 to June 8 2000. Again we were witnesses in 
how the power went back to the conquistadors because that was 
the end time of the modern kings of Mexico, so the new king with 
a foreigner blood took position as the new king of modern Mexico 
and that was VICENTE FOX and is very interesting how he also 
was doing with his fingers the sign of “V” of victory but that could 
also mean the sign of CARLOS the “V”. And in the other hand 
CUAUHTEMOC CARDENAS he was running again for the 
presidency but he lost one more time, like in the oldest days when 
CUAUHTEMOC of ANAHUAC and the Aztecs lost against the 
conquistadors.  
 
So we all learn from this ancient prophecy of the 13 Heavens and 9 
Hells that the cycles of divine time repeat itself over and over 
again, until we will reach the end of Mayan Great Cycle. We will 



not be surprise that by the 2010 we can start hearing that the two 
potential candidates of modern Mexico will carry the names of 
CUAUHTEMOC and CARLOS or something relating with 
foreigner blood, so this is very interesting.  
 
  
Here is the chart of each cycle of Heaven of modern time: 
 
Heaven # 1: Started: August 16, 1987 Ended: August 9, 1988 9 Sun 
Heaven # 2: Started: August 10, 1988  Ended: August 4,1989 5 Sun 
Heaven # 3: Started: August 5, 1989  Ended: July 30, 1990 1 Sun 
Heaven # 4: Started: July 31, 1990  Ended: July 25, 1991 10 Sun  
Heaven # 5: Started: July 26, 1991  Ended: July 19, 1992 6 Sun 
Heaven # 6: Started July 20, 1992  Ended: July 14, 1993 2 Sun 
Heaven # 7: Started July 15, 1993  Ended: July 9, 1994 11 Sun 
Heaven # 8: Started July 10, 1994  Ended: July 4, 1995 7 Sun  
Heaven # 9: Started July 5, 1995  Ended: June 28, 1996 3 Sun 
Heaven #10: Started June 29, 1996  Ended: June 23, 1997 12 Sun 
Heaven #11: Started June 24, 1997  Ended: June 18, 1998 8 Sun 
Heaven #12: Started June 19, 1998  Ended: June 13, 1999 4 Sun 
Heaven #13: Started June 14, 1999  Ended: June 7, 2000         13 Sun 
 
Here is the chart of each cycle of Hell: 
 
Hell # 1: Started June 8, 2000  Ended: June 2, 2001 9 Sun 
Hell # 2: Started June 3, 2001  Ended: May 28, 2002 5 Sun 
Hell # 3: Started May 29, 2002  Ended: May 23, 2003 1 Sun 
Hell # 4: Started May 24, 2003  Ended: May 17, 2004 10 Sun 
Hell # 5: Started May 18, 2004  Ended: May 12, 2005 6 Sun 
Hell # 6: Started May 13, 2005  Ended: May 7, 2006 2 Sun 
Hell # 7: Started May 8, 2006  Ended: May 2, 2007 11Sun 
Hell # 8: Started May 3, 2007  Ended: April 26, 2008 7 Sun 
Hell # 9: Started April 27, 2008  Ends: April 21, 2009 3 Sun 
 
 
 
 



 
Figure from the book ‘The World Tree’: Here we have the new 
prophetic round of 13 heavens and 9 hells each made of 360 days, 
which will be end on the exact day of the anniversary 490 when 
the Spaniard landed in Mexico on April 21st, 1519 AD. 
  
With this chart of each of the 13 Heavens and 9 Hells of the most 
recent prophetic round we notice that the most peaceful years ever 
in human history by far goes from August 16, 1987 to June 7, 2000 
was the most peaceful years like it was in the past from 843 AD to 
1519 AD. And we can see that the 9 cycles of Hells in this 
prophetic round will end exactly on the anniversary 490 years of 
the conquest. 
 
Then from April 22, 2009 (at the end of the month ARIES, the 
LAMB OF GOD?) will be open a new prophetic round but this 
time is known as the 40 days and 40 nights of preparation. On the 
exact day of April 22, 2009 which in the sacred count of day will 
be “4 IMIX” which means “4 Crocodile kin 121” will be the 



beginning of the 40 days and 40 nights round of preparation that 
will last only 80 days.  
 
So by April 21, 2009 will be the end of the 9 hells in this last 
prophetic round and a new prophetic round of hope will be open 
for the whole humanity to start understanding the secrets behind 
each ancient story in how everything works in our beautiful Galaxy 
within our Solar system and our Mother Earth. 
 
Here is the chart of 40 days and 40 nights: 
 
First 20 days: Will start: April 22, 2009 Will End: May 11, 2009 10 Sun 
Second 20 days: Will start May 12, 2009 Will End: May 31, 2009 4 Sun 
First 20 nights: Will start June 1, 2009 Will End: June 20, 2009 11 Sun 
Second 20 nights: Will start June 21, 2009 Will End: July 10, 2009 5 Sun 
 
On the exact day of July 10, 2009 “5 AJAW” which means “5 
Sun” it will start a period of redemption for 1,260 days until we 
reach the precise moment on December 21, 2012 which will be “4 
AJAW” which means “4 Sun kin 160” in the sacred count of days. 
And after 1,260 days we all need to walk this Earth for another 60 
days to complete the 1,320 days after the end of the Mayan 
Calendar on February 21, 2013, then it will be the return of the 
King. We need to remember that the natural frequency of the 
Mayan calendar is made of 13 numbers or tones and 20-day signs 
or nahuales, which is known as the 13:20. 
 
Here is the list of the Modern Kings of Mexico: 
 

1. LAZARO CARNEDAS 1934 to 1940 “9 BEN”   
2. MANUAL AVILA CAMACHO 1940 to 1946 “10 CIB”   
3.  MIGUELALEMAN VALDES 1946 to 19 “5MULUC” 
4. ADOLFO RUIZ CORTINES 1952 to 1958 “4 MULUC” 
5. ADOLFO LOPEZ MATEOS 1958 to 1964 “4 OC” 
6. GUSTAVO DIAZ ORDAS 1964 to 1970 “9 CHICCHAN” 
7. LUIS E. ALVAREZ 1970 to 1976 “8 MULUC” 
8. JOSE LOPEZ PORTILLO 1976 to 1982 “13 MULUC” 
9. MIGUEL DE LA MADRID 1982 to 1988 “1 IMIX” 
10. CARLOS SALINAS 1988 to 1994 “13 IK” 
11. ERNESTO ZEDILLO 1994 to 2000 “11 CHICCHAN” 

 
Just to finish this article it is very interesting to find out that in the 
past the state of Chiapas which is the place where is the Temple of 
the Inscription that was the place of Lord PAKAL some historian 
says that Chiapas was part of Guatemala, well it is very interesting 
to know that the current president of Guatemala is a Mayan Elder 
Alvaro Colon and his day sign in the sacred calendar is ‘8 AJAW’ 
which means ‘8 Sun’ which was PAKAL day sign of birth.  



So that is why is so important to have a ceremony this coming 
April 21st because will be the end of the second harmonic 
convergence prophecy and a time of preparation for another 80 
days of 40 days and 40 nights before we all walk together for the 
last 1,320 days before the end of the Mayan Cycle in February 21st 
2013, which will be the day 1 Wind of the Year 1 Wind, which the 
Mayan Elders called ‘Year Zero.’ 
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